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Abstract: This research was conducted primarily to determine the relationships between,
hump spacing and the speed selection of isolated vehicles in residential street environments.
The speed profile of each of the observed isolated vehicle was used to determine the speed
selection pattems of drivers in selecting their speed within a given road hump interval. The
effect ofhump spacing and its relationship with average speed, 85'h and 95fr percentile speed
and maximum speed r,r,ere andyzed using regression. Approximately 80% or more of the
vehicles traveling within a hump interval of 48m and l78m apparently reached their peak

speed within the third quarter of the hump spacing. This study shows that hump spacing
appears to be strongly related to maximum speed. Likewise, this study shows that cruising
speeds seem to be attainable only for hump spacing about I I 8m and above.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Traffic calming is widely recognized as necessary, mainly because of the hazard that speeding
vehicles bring if not controlled. This is true especially for sfeets in residential areas where
pedestrian movement should be given preference o\rer the fast passage of motor vehicles.
Traffic calming is an effort to use various traffrc management devices to address concems
about speed, cut through trafftc, and safety on neighborhood roads (Patel, Sayer and Tiwari,
1994). Because of the potential problem caused by excessive vehicle speeds especially in
residential areas. remedial measures have been implemented by introducing traffic calming
devices to reduce the speed of vehicles effectively. An example of such device is known as
road hump. Proper construction of road humps is very important. Improperly constructed
humps can cause serious damage to vehicles and discomfort to passengers even at moderate
running speeds. Local authorities in residential areas responsible for the construction ofroad
humps should have adequate knowledge on the proper approach to construct them. Road
humps should give less negative impact to vehicles and their occupants, while still achieving
the reduction ofvehicle speed.

In the Philippines, road humps vary in terms of dimensions and materials used for
constructing them. The length of the humps can reach 12 ft but some may be shorter than 4
inches. Likewise, the height of humps can be as high as 6 inches and as low as I inch. As to
the materials used tbr constructing /installing road humps, concrete and bituminous asphalt
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are the most common though there are many isolated cases u'here worn oul tires, and coco-
lumber are used as road humps.

The Philippines has no local standards for the installation and construction of humps, some

engineers and constructors construct humps in residcntial areas that are too close lo one

another or the interval is too short. As a result. vehicle riders become initated due to the

uncomfbrtable ride brought about by improperly constructed humps. This problem is very

evident in residential areas rvhere road humps are designed and placed in a manner that do not

only restrict vehicle speed but also cause discomforl to passengers and even damage to

vehicles.

This research focused on determining the relationship between driver's speed selection and

different spacings and dirncnsions of humps. The results of this studl may sen'e as a

reference in fonnulating local guidelines and design standards on humps as a trafl-rc calnring

measure in the Philippines. Specific objectives of this study include the fbllorving:

r To determine the relationship of the average and maximum speed selection of isolated
vehicies with respect to spacing of humps.

. To be able to explain how these relationships can be used in the proper installation of
humps.

. To be able to suggest guidelines, criteria, and design standards lbr the construction ot'road

humps appropriate to the country's local conditions.

2. SCOPES AND LIMITATION

This study was limited on the analysis of speed selectiou of isolated vehicles ir.r reiation to

hump spacing in some residential streets in Metro Manila. The etfects of road geornetry and

intersection geometr-y were not included except hurnp spacing and design. Only road humps

having a length greater than 1.22 m (4 t'eet) and spacing of not more than 200 meters were

considered. A street section that is straight and tlat and has a rvidth above 8.5 meters was

considered. Data collection was limited to exclusive villages only. The subject vehicles tbr

data collection were only cars and vans that were isolated in nature (i.e., no vehicle was

traveiing at the same time with the observed vehicle, rvhether it uas behind, in tiont or on the

opposipg lane). Past studies indicated that the presence of'another traveling vehicle on the

tu1n. tt.i.t significantly influenced the speed selection bel.ravior of the tlriver (Pitcher' 1989).

'the ibllowing briefly describes the criteria adopted i1 selecting the study' area.

. Driver must be familiar with the selected street envirorunenr - n'ri:timized 1he efiect of
psychological factor due to unt'amiliarity of place. This can be done by selecting exclusive

,iitug.r as a study area with the assurnption that a majority oi'the driver if not all are from

the villages and are farniliar with the street environment'
, Road width must not be less than 8.5 meters - low interference or side fiiction (i-e.'

parked vehicles)
. Road humps tnust be well painted - tbr visibility
. Length of road ltumps urust l.lot be less than 1.22 nr (4 t'eet) - thirll' corltbrtable ride at

raodirate speed; shorter hump can be easill straddled b1'' high speeding vehicles
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Other physical aspects such zrs road surface condition, straight and level road section were

also included in the site selection. Trucks, buses, jeepneys, and motolcycles were not

considered. Due to some constraints, (i.e. limited time and resouroes for the study and the

ulavailability of records or database of villages in Metro Manila who are presently usitlg

humps as a speed control measures, the author find it very difficult to select or identily

villages whose environment meet the criteria mentioned in Section 2), there,were only six (6)

hump spacings covered from tlve ditferent street sections. Two of the six spacings tvere taken

from a sipgle street since a third hump u,as placed at the mid block section of thg street.

3. DATA GATHERING

3.1 Studl'Area

The stgdy area comprises of two exclusive villages in Metro N4anila particularly in Qu.ezon

City and Makati City (See Fig.3.l). Tl'rese are the La Vista Village in Quezon City and

Daslrariias Village in Makati City. The tw-o villages are considered to be arnong the most

modern residential villages in Metro Manila rvhich shelters affluenl fanrilies, ibreign

capitalists, business tycoons and industrial titans.

Dasmariflas Village is located within the CBD of the neu, town of Makati City. It is bounded

on the northeast by the barangay of Forbes Park, on the northwest by the EDSA avenue' a

major thoroughfare in Metro Manila and by the Barangay ol San Lorenzo, on the southwest

by]he barangay of Magallarres and on the southeast b,v- the barangay of Post Proper South. It

has I,090 loti with a total land area of I 'i00.000 m2.

Figure 3.1 : Location of Selecteri Villages rvith Humps in I'letro l\lanila As Study Area
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La Vista Village on the other hand is located at barangay Pansol, Quezon City. It is bounded

on the north by the MWSS Balara Homesite, on the south by the Miriam High School
Campus, on the east by Barangay Malanday of Marikina City, and on the Marikina City, and

on thi rvest by Katipunan Avenue and UP campus. It has a total land area of 123,260 m2 that
comprises a total of303 lots.

Due to lack of standards in the installation of humps in residential streets in Metro Manila. the
preliminary survey was aimed to provide the basic requirements needed for the formal sun'ey.

This study ccvered six (6) difl'erent hump spacings fiorn hve diff'erent streets in two Metro
Manila residential villages namely: Kamias Street. Mahogany Street, Dasmariflas Street,

Lumbang Street in Dasmariflas Village, Makati City and Bagobo Street in La Vista Village,

Quezon Cir-r*. These streets were classified as nrinor roads as stipulated in Presidential Decree

957.

3.2 Speed Data Collection

To obtain sufficient information on the derivation of relationship between vehicle speed and

distance traveled along a street having humps at both ends, a series of obsenation markers of
predetermined spacing was installed. The predetermined spacing between markers usualll'
srarts with 5m frorn the first hurnp then gradually increased to 7, 10, 12, 15 etc up to the tirst
half of the total hump spacing. The same manner will be done on the other half forming a
symmetry with respect to the mid-block section so that vehicle coming liom both directions

can be treated similarly. The largest spacing between markers used is 22.5m near the middle

for the longest hump spacing of 178 m, since at this spacing, the vehicle is assumed to travel

at relatively high speed. A series of stopwatch operators was assigned to record the time each

vehicle crosses a pair ofconsecutive markcrs.

To determine the speed of a vehicle passing between a single pair of observation markers, the

time of passing was'recorded for each marker. With this measured time, the speed of the

vehicle was calculated using the formula:

V = 3.6*Ln

Where: V = Mean Speed Between Pair of Markers, kilometer per hour

L = I)istarrce or spacing between pair of markers, llleter

T : Time recorded as the vehicle traverses belrveen pair ofrnarkers, second.

4. RELATIONSHIP OF VEHICLE SPEED TO ROAD HUMP DESIGN AND
SPACING

4.1 General Analysis ApProach

The r.elationship between average speecl. rnaximum speecl. and the 85tl' an<J 95tl' percentile

vehicle speeds to the spacing ol'hunrps u'as examined. Linear regression rvas ttsed to clevelop

a mathematical rnodel describing the relation betrveen difl'elent speeds rvitl.r respect to hump

spacing. The 85th and 95th percentile speed rvere primarily used in the analysis aside tiom thc

(1)
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average speed due to the following reasons: the 85th percentile speed is the speed at or below
which 85 percent of free flowing vehicles are traveling. This is usually the basis for the posted
speed limits especially in residential streets where pedestrian safety is a concern. Similarly.
the 95'" percentile speed is also an important parameter in the design of roads, since design
speed ofroad is usually baseil on this parameter. Also, this study analyzed the critical area in
which most vehicles attained their peak speed including the length of acceleration, cruising
and deceleration. The effects of geornetric configuration of road humps on speed selection of
isolated vehicles were also arralyzed.

4.2 Analysis of Speed Selection Pattern

1'hough this study had a limited rlumber of obsened vehicles (378) and hump intervals six (6)
the data gathered were able to ihow some significant results in the rvay drivers of isolated
vehicles select their speed. Figure 4.2 shorvs the speed profile of each r.ehicle for each
direction of travel in between two humps. Each graph of the speed profile is oriented such that
vehicles are entering from the left side ofthe plot. The graphs show that each plot ofthe speed
profiles of a majority of the vehicles is skerved to the right. This shorvs that the driver
normally accelerates gradually as he leaves the entrance hurnp up to a point where maximum
speed is reached. then decelerates relativel), thster.,vhile approaching the exit hump.

To know the proportion of vehicles attaining a certain maximum speed, the maximum speed

each vehicle attained was categorized and analyzed (Table 1). From this, the maximum speed

likely to be attained by a majority of the passing vehicles relative to the spacing betrveen two
humps can be analyzed. An important observation that can be drawn from the given Figure is

that, a significant proportion of vehicles reached a maximum speed above 50 km/h for all
streets with hump spacing above 100m, but no vehicle reached a maximum speed above
40kn/h in a street with hump spacing of 48m and 54m. The European Transport Sat'et-v-

Council (1995) report that only 5 percent ofpedestrians died when struck b1,'vehicle traveling
at 20 milh (32 krr/h); however, the proportion of fatalities inueased to 45 percent at 30 rni/h
(48kmlh) and to 85 percent at 40 nii/h (64 kmnr.

'fabie 1; Proportion of Vehicles Attaining Maximum Speed in Betrveen Hump Spacirtg.

NAME Oi'
STREET

Direction
Spacing

of
Humps

Percentage of Vehicles According to Classification of
Maximunr speed Attained

<20kph 2 l -30kph 3 l -40kph 4 I -50kph s I -60kph 6 l -70kph l>7 lkph

Mahogauy Street Southbouud 48 0 45 -55 0 0 0 0

Nlanogany Street NOnnbouno 43 0 22 78 0 0 0 0

Kamias Street Southbound 54 4 6l 35 0 0 0 0

I(amias Skeet Nortlrbound 54 0 75 l5 0 0 0 0

Lurnbang Street Southbound l8 0 0 28 50 22 0 0

Lumbang Street Northbound 0 0 20 53 21 0 0

Bagobo Street Southbound 20 0 0 21 26 0 0

Bagobo Street Northbound 20 0 '7 49 36 7 0 0

N-Dasma Street Southbound (rl 0 0 53 4l 6 0 0

N-Dasma Street Nonhbound 63 0 0 56 0 0

S-Dasnra Street Southbound 0 0 ]Q 47 0 0

S-Dasma Streel 78 0 0 t0 56 J9
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4.3 Identification of Dange r ZoneRelative to Maximum Speed Attainment

For the purpose of this study, the term critical areac.t "Danger Zone" refers to the segment or

quarter of hump spacing in which majoritl,of the passing vehicles reach their peak speed. To

determine the critical area or section in u,hich individual vehicle attained its maximum speed,

the distance between two humps was divided into four quarters. Table 2 below shows the

proportion of individual vehicles attaining maximur-n speed within the specified quarter. The

percentages show that most of the observed isolated vehicles attained maximum speed in the

middle two quarters of the street. The majority of which reached its peak speed in the third

quarter of hump spacing. Considering that a vehicle is traveling in the direction from first

quarter to fourth quarter, the critical area in bet*'eeu hump spacing was found to be in the

t|ird quarter. In addition, the second quarter is also considered a danger zone or critical area

considiring that the vehicle is traveling or coming tiom the opposite direction. l-able 2 also

shows thaithere were instances when the nraximum speed r.vas attained at the tburth quafier

of hump spacing. Furthermore. 80X or rnore of the observed vehicles reached their maximum.

speed within th; third quarter of the six different hump spacings. The uitical section in which

majority of the passing vehicies attained their peak speed is depicted in Figure 4.3.

Table 2: Proportion of vehicles Attaining Maximum Speed at Specified Quarter
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Figure 4.3: Location of Critical Area in Relations to flump Spacing
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4.4 Relationship of Post Entry Speed to Hump Design Using Height and
Length of Humps

An attempt was made to investigate the relationship between entry speed an<J lreight and
length of humps. but this was not successful. When oonsidering the relationship betlrlep the
ratio of the height and length of humps (lt/L rcttio) zurd the diiferent entry speeds, only the
average entry speed was expiained to a limited degree as shown in Fig. 4.4.1. A 2-tailed t-test
was also performed to verify for the average post entry speed. By considering the level of
significance of l0%, the slope of the iine for the average post entry speed is significance but
not at 5oZ level of significance. This implies that at 10Yo level of significance, higher HiL
ratio generated lower average post entry speed. It should be noted that the H/L ratio is an
indicator for the gentieness of hump at tvhich the smaller the ratio the more comfortable is the
ride lvhile crossing the humps. The result of the model of the 85tl'ancl 951r'percentile speed
suggests that the FVL ratio is not a good explanatorl'variable to describe initial speed or post
entry speed. Effort was also tnade to relate entry speeci with height and length separately but
again shor,"ed only a slight association. Average post enlry speed was not associatecl rvith the
height or the lengths of hurnp (t^ig4.4.2 and Fig 4.4.3). This lack of association may be due to
the differing attitudes or preference ofthe driver in selecting his post entry speed.

21 AC

22 0C

20 0a

23
H/L

I oAverageSpeeo ffi

- 1800

d

oo t6 oo

Figure 4.4.1: Line:rr Fit of Dill'c'rcnr Post Entrl'Speed using H/l_ Ratio
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Figure 4.4.2: Post Entry Specd vs. Length of Hump
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Figure 11.4.3: Post Entry Speed vs. Height of Hump

Nevertheless, the linear litting in Fig 4.4.1 sho'uvs an indication that as tlre HiL ratio increases

the post entn, speed also decreases. Tl.rere are also indications that some drivers used to start

accelerating rvhile the rear- w'heels of the vehicle they, are driving are still at the off-ranrp of
the speed hurnp. Likewise, others start accelerating after the rear r,r4reel alreadl' clears the road

hump or some drivers accelerates at either severe or moderate rate. 'fhese behavioral

differences can be observed fionr a large variation and inconsistent post entry speed being

recorded in the site. Likervise. the mean of post entry speed for majority of humps t'all u'ithin
l5-17.5 kmlh ranged.
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4.5 Relationship of Maximum Speed to Length of Acceleration and Deceleration

Important information that can be drawn from the speed profile diagram of the vehicles
presented in Figure 4.5 is the position or location at which the vehicles reach their peak speed.
Simiiarly, the three components of vehicle speeds, i.e., acceleration, cruising and deceleration
can also be derived fiom the speed profile diagram. ln this study, the distance required for t6e
vehicle to reach its maximum speed while traveling between two humps interval is termed the
length of acceleration. Similarly, the distance measured from the exit hump at which a vehicle
start to decelerate after gaining maximum speed and or cruising speed is also termed the
length of deceleration.

For hunip spacing between 48m to 54m, there appeared to have no vehicles reached cruising
speed rvhile for hump spacing around i20m and above. vehicles are considered to haye
already attained tireir desired maximum speed as indicated by the presence of the cruising
speed. When the totai cruising time of the vehicles traveling at maximum speed reached morI,
than 3 seconds, the said vehicle was assumed to have not afl'ected by the spacing of the hump.
Fufihermore, Figure 4.5 seem to indicates tlr.at drivers \\,ere not directly afl'ected b1, hump
spacing above l63m although this needs further research and thorough investigation. Foi
hump spacing above 120m, a considerable portion of vehicles traveled at constant speed
greater than this value.

l5 krn/h
48m hump
spacing

54m hump
spacing

I l8m hump
spacing

l20m hump
spacing

85r"%=51.50 km,,h

85'h%=49.70 kmih

l63m hump
spacing

l78m hurnp
spacing

Figure 4.5: Plot of the 85tl' percentile speed versus hump spacing comprising
three behavioral components (Acceleration, Cruising, and
Deceleration)
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.1.6 Relationship of Vehicle Speed to Hump Spacing

'fhe rnaximum speed attained by the individual ',ehicle \,vas computed and the average of the

maximum speed including the 85'r' and 95ti' percentile speed was then determined. A model

relating vehicle speed to hump spacing from the six different streets observed was deril'ed

using linear regression analysis. The average speed of each vehicle observed per street or

hump spacing was also computed. As explained in the earlier part of this chapter. the logic of
primariiy using 8-<'h and 9t'h percentile speed in this study was mainly for the following

1..uronr,'t.uffrc engineers generally use the 85th percentile speed to represent traffic speeds on

a particr.rlar street. Ideally. the 85(h percentile speed on street is equal to the posted speed limit
oi is usually the basis for the posted speed limits, u'ith only 15 percent ol tl.re vehicles

traveling above the posted limit (lTE's Transportation Planning Handbook, 2nd Edition. 1998).

Similarl.v, the 95th percentile speed is also an important parameter in the design of road' since

design speed of road is usually based on the 95'h percentile representative ,speed. 
'Ihe

g.r.,iur.i result of linear fit oi the average of the maximum speed, 85'l', 95u' percentile

r'epresentative vehicles speed is shown in Fig 4.6. The modei shows that as the hump spacing

increased from 48 m to 178 m, the average of the maximum speed of the vehicles would also

increased from 31 km/h to as high as 48 knr,/ir. The 85th percentile speed ranges tiom 36 km/h

to as high as 55 km/h. Likewise, the 95th percentile speed ranges from 37 km,4r to as high as

61 km/[ for the same range of hump spacing. R-square is highest for model using hump

spacing to explain the 95th percentile representative speed' For all models, hump spacing

rpp.*i to be a very useful explanatory variable to explain the inter-hump speed. although

more data are needed to produce a more statistically supported conclusion'
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The graph further indicates that drivers are less sensitive to the residential street environment
specifically to pedestrian's safety as shown by the slope of the line of the 85th and the 95th
percentile speed. These results might be partly attributed to the driver's familiarity to a given
residential street environment, since a large portion of the drivers were assumed to be regular
users of the roads. A t-test of significance was then pertbrmed to validate the usefuiness of the
derived equation oflines (see Table 3).

Table 3: Summary for t-Test ,Analysis of the Generated Line of Best Fit

is the test statistic r which is eq value

4.7 Comparison of the 85th Percentile Speed Model to Other Established Models

A comparison between the developed 85tl' percentile speed model based on the Philippine
survey data and the 85th percentile model presented in the Transportation Plaruring Handbook
of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (1998) is shou,n in Fig 4.7. The slope of the
ntodeled 85tl' percentile speed is steeper compared to the nrodel lbund in the Transportation
Planning I'Iandbook of the Institute of Transportation Engineers (1998). This may suggest
that vehicle speed in the Philippines is more sensitive to hump spacing than the TPH
counterpart. In order to test the sensitiviry- betrveen the two lines. a t-test was again used to
examine the significance of the difference between the slope of the lines. Bv considering the

level of significance cr:0.05. the critical value of , is r(10,0.05): 1.81 and the c,omputed

observed t* = 4.0975. Since the I observed is within the critical region, the trvo lines
representing the 85th percentile speed is indeed significantly dift'erent.

It should bc noted that. it is very difficult to determine the exacl amoullt and position as to
u,here the nraximum speed was reallt, reached within a given hump interval. '[he derived
models rvere onll' assumed to predict the approxirlate maximum speed given a specitied
hump interval.
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Speed
Equation

Line of best fit R2

Degree of
Freedom,

df (I
t

b1 Su, t+
Conclusion

85'r'o/orilc 0.147)x-29.745 0.8?5 4 0.05 2.13 0.t472 0.027778 5.299 Significant

95th %utilc 0. I 845x*29.262 0.934 1 0.0s 2. l3 0.r845 | 0024521
l

7.523 i Significant

Avcrage
ol thc

i\r,eragc
spced

0.0907x= I 9.007 0.973 4 0.05 2.ll 0.0907 0.0075 r 6 t2.(\i Sign ificant

Average
Speed

0.0905x- I 9.028 0.467 315 0.05 t.65 0.0905 0.004996 r8. ll Significant i

AYeragc
o1'the

l\,larimum
Speed

0.132'7x + 25.61 0.918 4 0.05 2.13 0.1327 0.01985 7.003 Sign ificant

the equivalent to the obse
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Figure 4.7: Comparison betrveen the modelerl 85tr' Pcrcentile and the "l'PH 85tr'

5.O IMPLICATIONS TO HUMP DESIGN

Figure ,{.2o1' page 6 shows that a driver normally accelerates gradually as he leaves the

entrance hump. up to a point where maximum speed is reached, then decelerates relatively

faster u'hiie approaching the exit hump. This is shorvn by the speed profile tbr all vehiclcs

being skewed to the light when traveling through hurnp interval.

'lhe percentage of vehicles attaining marimum speed also indicates a significant portion of
vehicies reaching the peak speed above 50 km/h for all humps spacings above 100m. This

result ma1, be a cause for concern to local authorities since the fatality rate of pedestrians

against impact speed is very trigh. In a recent review. the European Transport Safety Council

(1995) reported that approxirnatell. 5% o1'pcdestrians died rrhen struck b1'a Vehiclc traveling

ar 32 kn/h (20 rniih). Hou,ever. the proportion of latal iniuries increased to 15'Yo as thc speed

increased to 48 kmr'h (30mi/h) and tl.re figure of latal iniury becomes even higher when the

speed is above 60 krn/h.

The critical section in rvhich urajorit.v of isolated vehicles reach their peak speed rvas

identified by dii,icling the distance or spacing between two humps into lbur equal distances.

The clrivers apparently reached their peak speed within the thild quarter o1'the hurnp's interval

although this ntaximum speed varied gleatli, among the dlivers. Nevertheless. effbrrs have to

be urade to address this igitial finding such that nerv saf'et1" ll'Ieasures (e.g.. road sign) are

cleveloped to make pedestriar:s alert u,hen crossing the street in the prescribed quarter knQwu

to be a critical area (Fig. a.3. p7).
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By comparing the 85$ percentile speed model and that of the model four:d j.n the ITE's
Transportation Planning Handbook (TPH), it appears that vehicle speeds in the Philippines are
more sensitive to hump spacings than those of the TPH counterpart, although more data ma)'
be needed to produce a more statistically supported conclusion. In the Philippines rvhere no
definite guidelines on the proper construction and placement of humps is available, the rnodel
is very useful when it comes to controlling the vehicle's marimum speed to a certain level
especialiy when local condition is a factor. For expmple, by referring to Figure 5.1, if the
maximum speed were restricted to within 40 km/h, then the hump spacing should be about 65
meters. Increasing the spacing to 100 meters would a.lso mean that the maximum speed could
reach at 45 km,&.

10.0

0.0
80 100 120 140

Hump Spacing, m
lr

Figure 5.1: Model of the 85th Percentile Maximum Speed

With the assumption that a higher initial speed or post entry speed vrould result in higher
maximum speed attain. the plot of the post entry speed against maximuo'r speed attai.ned for
all six spacings was investigated and analyzed. Altirough this study did not capture the speed
of the vehicles rrytile crossing dil'ferent humps, past study indicated that the hump crossing
speed had relatively little effect on the maximum speed attained if the crossing speed was 24
km/h (15mi/h) or less. ln this study it was asstuned that the post entry speed was greater than
the crossing speed. Out of the 378 total samples, 99.74 % of the observed isolated vehicles did
not exceed a post entry speed above 24 kmth, which may be the cause for a low correlation to
maxiraum speed attained.

Reiationship befween the post entry speed was investigated in order to know whether this post
entry speed can be explained using height and length of humps as the explanatory variable.
However. only the average initial speed was explained to a limired degree. Likewise, the
heigh(H), Iength(L) and H/L ratio were not lbund to be a good explanatory variables to
describe initial speed. Given such circumstance. the above graphs suggest that initial speed
itself may only be controlled to a limited degree when it comes to the design aspect of humps.

t
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This study shows that rn all the modeis generated. hurnp spacing appears to be a very useiul

explanatoiy variable for maximum speed. The models show that if road lump,,spacing.is

increased irom 48m to 178m, the aveiage of maximum speeds, the 85rl' and tiie 95tr' percentile

speeds would also increase from 32 kr-n/h. 37 kmih, and 38 km/h to as high as 49 km/h, 56

km/l:, and 62 hdh respectively. In addition. the said modei presented in Fig. 4.20 can predict

the desired hump spacing for target 85tr'percentile maximum speed of not less than 33 krn/h.

l'his is due to the fact that there were not enough humps with shorter spacings, say, less than

40m, that were observed, and that would probably provide lower possible speeds'

The use of the speed profile as a tool to provide di1}'erent information on the driver's behavior

ls ,".-v effective espicially if it involves the detennination of the amount and location at

whichthe maxirnum tp""d it attained. However, the validity of the information gencrated is

Iargell, dependent on the instrument used and tl"re input data. If a similar study will have to be

Aorie in tire future, efiorts should be made to improve data collection by using modern

sophisticated instruments to collect vehicle speed such as the electro-tnechanical treadle'

s.r.,so. ard the optical detector. Due to limited tirne and l'esources, this study' was only able to

observe six different hump spacings. lt is strongly recommended that further study should be

clone considering rnore hump spacings with varying lengths especially between the gaps ticgn

54m to I 1 8rn and betlveen l 20m to 1 63m hunrp intervals'

TralIis cahning measures such as road hrunps have been shown to be valuable in modif)'ing

tt. ,p..as at;,hich drivers choose to travel. However. there has been some collcern thal the

benehts mrght have been at the expense ofthe increased tratfic noise and other environmental

irnpacts, thls. the impact caused b,v noise and vibration of vehicles at difl-erent hump designs

and interrals should have to be addressed lbr future research'

Finally, efforts should also be made to incorporate the residents' perception on the impact of

difl'erent design aspects of road humps in residential areas in the country'
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